
A Love Letter to Jobs
Buen Día, Señor Jobs!

by David Chu

“Thrilling . . . Dazzling . . . A Sinuous Delight!”

Enthusiastically  proclaimed Janet Maslin of the New York Times in her review of a film called 
“Tango” by the acclaimed Spanish film director and photographer Carlos Saura.

To an uninitiated like myself, Argentina tango (is there any other kind?) as a dance form is like 
having sex in public semi-clothed, accompanied by a lot of voyeurs watching in fascination 
and with a bit of jealousy and envy.  It is eroticism in high heels and sexy dresses at its finest!

For those of us who donʼt have the good fortune of visiting the Paris of South America, 
Buenos Aires, and catching a real live tango performance, the beautifully choreographed and 
filmed “Tango” is our ticket to vicariously  taste “a mesmerizing experience, a smoky, lush 
blend of muted light and color, of intoxicating dance and the richest tango music you could 
ever imagine.”  Or so waxes Kevin Thomas of the Los Angeles Times.  Go see it if you 
havenʼt.  The “threesome tango” scene is worth the admission price of the DVD rental alone.

What does tango have anything to do with my letter to all the future Steve Jobs out there?

Well, I highly doubt that my love letter would actually reach the real Steve Jobs who deserves 
all the privacy he needs in this his hour of greatest trial and tribulation.  Mr. Jobs, in the very 
least of all considerations, deserves his privacy for having single-handedly perfected some of 
the best products in worldʼs history, while turning one of the best computer companies in 
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America into todayʼs second largest company in the world by market capitalization that even 
survived a NDE (“near death experience”) in 1997 according to former Apple CEO John 
Sculley.

The answer to my question regarding tango and Jobs is “nothing really.”

Nothing, except maybe something at the end of this letter.

Letʼs start by talking about why Apple and Jobs are so important to America and to the world.

Importance of Apple to the World

You could say that iMacs, iPods, iPhones, and iPads have changed the world.1 

While that is certainly true in a superficial way, the real importance and significance of Apple 
and Apple products is more ethereal and intangible.

The busiest Apple store in the world is not located on Fifth Avenue in New York, but in China.  

As Bloomberg News reported,2 “On a recent afternoon at the [Apple flagship store called the 
“Cube” on Manhattanʼs Fifth Avenue], about 260 people were trying out products on 30 tables.  
Some displaying iPods had no customers, and some of the approximate 100 employees 
chatted with each other to pass the time.”

“A similar table in the Joy City  Mall [Appleʼs newest store in Beijing] with eight iPods attracted 
as many as three customers per model. There was barely  enough space to wade through the 
crowds between displays.”

According to Appleʼs chief financial officer, Peter Oppenheimer, “The four Apple stores in 
China generate, on average, the highest traffic and highest revenue of any company  stores in 
the world.”

In fact, the same Bloomberg article goes on to state that Appleʼs retail stores generated some 
$3.85 billion in total in the first quarter 2011 which ended on December 25 of last year, but 
$2.6 billion, or more than two-thirds of the entire global retail store revenues, were generated 
by sales in China, Hong Kong, and Taiwan.

What makes the last statement really astonishing is that the iPhone wasnʼt even officially sold 
in China until the fourth quarter of 2009, some two years after it was first released in the U.S.  
There are only 800 million cell phone users in China!  And that was last yearʼs figure by the 
way.3
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1 If not the whole world, Apple and Jobs have definitely changed my life.  Even now as I am writing this letter on 
my iMac that I bought in 2006, I am listening to iTunes streaming my favorite songs.  In 1981, I wrote my first 
graphics computer game called “Stronghold” in 6502 assembly language for the Apple II+ computer: every code.

2 http://www.bloomberg.com/news/print/2011-01-26/apple-s-stores-in-china-outsell-manhattan-s-fifth-avenue-
cube-.html

3 http://www.chinadaily.com.cn/china/2010-07/20/content_11027096.htm
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Here is what Max Keiser of the in/famous “Kill JP Morgan, Buy Silver” campaign4  had to say 
about the iconic Apple.5

[Appleʼs] stock is iconic. GM, McDonaldʼs, Coca-Cola, [and Nike] are American brands 
known throughout the world that inspire both love and animosity in equal measure, but 
Apple is different.

In Paris for example, I hear lots of Parisians tell me how America sucks, while they 
slurp Coke, wear Nike, ride Harley Davidson, eat McDonaldʼs [GMO “foods”], and visit 
Euro Disney just outside Paris. 

Conversely, many despise American globalization and think Disney is a cultural 
Chernobyl.  Itʼs complicated.  But not so with [Apple].

The products and the company have an unequivocal, international reputation of 
excellence that has single-handedly kept America in the game of selling dreams.  I 
know from my own occasional America-bashing in the street—whenever I say 
something like, “Tell me one good thing about America,” the response is almost always, 
Apple.

So my interest in recent developments at Apple are not about the stock price, but about 
the future of the worldʼs perception of the U.S.  In my opinion, if [Apple] hits the skids, 
like some are predicting, not out of disrespect for the company, but from the 
[perspective] of market history and the laws of gravity; there will be nothing left to point to.

Google is in bed with the NSA6.  Facebook has signed a deal with the devil [Goldman 
Sucks].  Starbucks never worked out that whole intellectual property theft thing with the 
coffee growers they [ripped] off.

Whatʼs left without Apple?  Obama turned out to be a stinker [changes you can believe 
in!] and most of the NHL [National Hockey League] apparently is moving to Canada.

Apple is Americaʼs real, remaining dream factory  and gift to the world.  She is the ambassador 
of good will and things good about America to the rest of the world.

Significance of Steve Jobs to Us

There are only eight, maybe nine, individuals in the past 100 years that I would honestly  call 
the “Great Revolutionaries” or the “Great Heroes” of our times.

In my humble opinion, and it is only my opinion, the following eight individuals changed the 
world by  moving the world in a tremendously positive direction, some of them did so without 
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4 http://www.zerohedge.com/article/max-keiser-buy-silver-coin-destroy-jp-morgan

5 http://maxkeiser.com/2011/01/18/without-apple-america-loses-its-real-dream-factory/

6 The National Security Agency is Americaʼs super secret intelligence agency whose classified budget is at least 
ten times bigger than the CIA, and when you do a search on “NSAʼs budget,” Google takes you to “NASAʼs 
budget”!  Of course, this is expected since Google was reportedly started with CIA seed money and involvement.
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the world even noticing and one couldnʼt complete his dharma because his time was cut short  
by that distinctly American “lone nut coincidence theory” (the order listed is not indicative of 
importance or significance):

1. Nikola Tesla (1856—1943): The Greatest Inventor
2. Henry Ford (1863—1947): The Great Duplicator
3. Mahatma Gandhi (1869—1948): The Great Peaceful Liberator
4. John Fitzgerald Kennedy (1917—1963): The Great Visionary and Peace Maker
5. Dr. Royal Raymond Rife (1888—1971): The Greatest Medical Genius
6. Rene Caisse (1888—1978): The Nurse Who Cured Cancer
7. Jimmy Yen (1893—1990): The Greatest Chinese Teacher
8. Mother Theresa (1910—1997): The Compassionate One

Number Nine, of course, is Steve Jobs: The Great Innovator. But his work is not finished . . . yet.

If Mr. Jobs did nothing more than what he has accomplished so far, he would be known in my 
ibook and maybe in the history books as the man who brought forth the “bicycle of the mind.”

According to John Sculley, the person who caused Apple to undergo a NDE, Jobs hired him 
because Jobs had this vision that computers were going to be consumer products one day, 
way back in the early  1980s when no one else did.7,8  And Jobs needed the man from Pepsi 
to help him market that vision.

Duh!  Well of course computers were destined to be consumer products!

Hindsight is always incredibly wondering and all—isnʼt it?—but hindsight doesnʼt pay the bills!
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7 One of the stories floating around, not confirmed of course, is that Jobs did a take-away close on Mr. Sculley 
when he asked John, “Do you want to keep selling sugar water, or do you want to change the world?”

8 http://www.businessweek.com/print/magazine/content/10_44/b4201096309840.htm

http://www.businessweek.com/print/magazine/content/10_44/b4201096309840.htm
http://www.businessweek.com/print/magazine/content/10_44/b4201096309840.htm


Steve Jobs is the closest to that proverbial “greatest thing since sliced bread” that we have 
witnessed in a long time.  But rather than expound more on why I think Mr. Jobs deserves to 
be Number Nine, I invite all the future Steve Jobs out there and those who just desire to make 
this world a better place to be and to live, to read the amazing interview that was given by 
John Sculley on the subject of Steve Jobs.

This is one of the most fascinating interviews you will ever run across.  Here is the full 
interview transcribed and beautifully formatted:9

 John Sculley On Steve Jobs, The Full Interview Transcript

And to help  Mr. Jobs further to cinch the illustrious title, I offer you, dear reader, a video of his 
commencement speech given on June 12, 2005 at Stanford University (just imagine as an 
exercise, if you can, Bill Gates/Michael Dell/Steve Ballmer/Larry Ellison/Sergey Brin/Meg 
Whitman/Larry Page/Andrew Grove/Jerry Yang/Mark Zuckerberg10 giving such a humble and 
illuminating speech):

 Steve Jobs' 2005 Stanford Commencement Address: Youʼve got to find what you love

Jobsʼ Health Problems

Steve Jobs was diagnosed with a very rare type of pancreatic cancer, called a 
neuroendocrine tumor, in 2004.  His doctors thought that they could just surgically remove the 
cancerous tumor and everything would be all right.  Unfortunately, his allopathic doctors were 
dead wrong, as usual.  Jobsʼ pancreatic cancer has since metastasized to his liver, and 
probably to other parts of his body.

In 2009, Mr. Jobs received a liver transplant at the Methodist University Hospital in Memphis, 
Tennessee.  This was a very controversial move for both Jobs and for the cancer/transplant 
industry.11,12

For Jobs, the pharmaceutical medicines that he must take to prevent transplant rejection can 
allow the cancerous tumor to re-grow.  And, in the alternative or naturopathic healing world, 
removing oneʼs organ in exchange for another is not a best practice, because that only 
removes the symptoms of the “dis-ease,” not the real cause.  Curing the real and underlying 
causes of these “dis-eases” is.

For the cancer/transplant industry, accusations of favoritism and “gaming the system” by the 
rich have not been put to rest in Jobsʼ case.  Plus, Jobsʼ liver transplant is not working 
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9  Itʼs really interesting to contrast two articles written about the same thing. Footnote no. 8 links the shortened 
version of the full interview conducted by Leander Kahney who wrote his in cultofmac.com, but what a world of 
difference in the look and feel and read of each article.  Itʼs like . . . PCs (BusinessWeek) vs. Apples (CultofMac)!

10 Please note, before anyone emails me any hate letters in protest, that I have no problems with these IT titans!

11 http://www.nytimes.com/2009/06/23/business/23liver.html?
_r=1&adxnnl=1&ref=technology&adxnnlx=1296403203-Ju5ol4RiL7/V0q18wm5xpA&pagewanted=all

12 http://www.slate.com/id/2281668/
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according to the allopathic doctorsʼ plans or good wishes.

But our main concern here is the health and well-being of Steve Jobs.  This leads us to the 
following discussion on two real cancer cures that may be of some help.

Two Real Cancer Cures

Number Five on my list is Royal Raymond Rife.13,14,15  This is one of the most amazing 
individuals in the history of the modern word, and I bet not one in a million reading this letter 
knows who he was or what he accomplished in his lonely service for humanity.

Dr. Rife invented a special optical microscope that could see viruses in their live state, and he 
patented his microscope lamp in 1929.16   Even today, the electron microscope can only see 
viruses in their dead state, as the viruses under examination need to be cultured first which 
kills the specimen in the process.

Because he could see the viruses in their living state with his Rife microscope in 1929, Dr. 
Rife took the next logical step and began to experiment with radio frequency waves to see 
what would happen if he beamed radio waves with sufficient power into the viruses.  After 
many, many hours of arduous and meticulous scientific observations using literally thousands 
of radio frequencies, Dr. Rife saw something under his microscope that even astonished him.

At an exact radio frequency of 1,607,450 Hz (or 1.6 MHz), he saw the cancer virus Carcinoma 
which he called Bacillus X or BX literally explode right in front of his eyes!

Dr. Rife then perfected and invented the Rife machine which used specific radio frequencies 
to kill all sorts of viruses.17  For example, anthrax can be killed at a radio frequency  of 139,200 
Hz, gonorrhea at 233,000 Hz, syphilis at 788,700 Hz, tuberculosis (virus) at 769,000 Hz, etc.18

The American Medical Association (AMA)—at that time it was headed by a Dr. Morris 
Fishbein who controlled the AMA through the powerful Journal of the American Medical 
Association (JAMA) of which he was the editor-in-chief—found out about this greatest of 
inventions.  As you would expect, Dr. Rifeʼs invention of his microscope and the Rife machine 
along with his discovery of the polymorphic nature of the cancer virus were all over the local 
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13 http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Royal_Rife#cite_note-RifePatent-9  (Even though I am referencing this wikipedia 
article, I am certainly NOT endorsing any of its FDA-approved and pro-pharmaceutical propaganda and lies.) 

14 http://www.zerozerotwo.org/

15 http://www.rifevideos.com/

16 http://www.google.com/patents?
id=YcNNAAAAEBAJ&printsec=abstract&zoom=4&dq=1727618#v=onepage&q&f=false

17 The scientific basis for how the Rife machine works lies in the scientific theory of “resonance frequency” which 
is just a fancy term for what happens when an opera singer “hits”  or matches the correct “natural frequency” of a 
wine glass with her voice that then shatters.  Everything has a “natural frequency” from bridges and buildings on 
the macro scale to viruses and bacteria on the micro level.

18 http://www.rifevideos.com/dr_rifes_true_original_frequencies.html
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San Diego and Los Angeles newsprint media.19  Dr. Fishbein and the AMA wanted to buy the 
Rife machine and the Rife microscope, but Dr. Rife refused to sell when he learned that they 
wanted to charge exorbitant fees for the use of the Rife machine.  Dr. Rife wanted to treat 
diseased patients for a small nominal fee.  The AMA thought otherwise.

What happened next is stranger than fiction.  Not even Hollywood could invent what 
happened to Dr. Rife.

Dr. Fishbein and the AMA waged a “shock and awe” war against Dr. Rife that is not 
uncommon of what the Food and Death Administration (FDA) is doing today waging war 
against almost every non-pharmaceutical, non-conventional, non-allopathic (i.e., naturopathic) 
medicine, cure, and treatment.  One of the best books to learn about Dr. Royal Raymond Rife 
and eight other suppressed true heroes in the real fight against cancer is the seminal book 
called, “Politics in Healing,” by Daniel Haley, a former New York State Assemblyman.20

Although the Rife Microscope is not available for the public to purchase, the Rife machine is.  
You can purchase such a device, but it is a bit expensive (from $2,320 USD21 and up 22).  
However, when compared to conventional treatments of cancer such as chemotherapy, 
radiation, or surgery, which can cost in the hundreds of thousands of dollars and, in most 
cases, donʼt even work, the Rife machine is still reasonable and cost effective to purchase as 
an alternative medical device to experiment on oneself or on oneʼs family member. 

In the United States, Canada, and in most of the English-speaking nations, it is illegal for 
anyone to claim that the Rife machine and other similar devices or products can “cure” cancer 
or any other diseases—even if they actually do work!  The Food and Death Administration 
(FDA) reserves this distinction and monopoly for their special friends and co-conspirators in 
the pharmaceutical industry.  It is illegal to use these devices or treatments on someone else 
besides yourself—even if you are a licensed medical doctor!  But it is still legal for you to 
purchase these devices to “experiment” on yourself or on your pets.  Who knows, maybe you 
could lend your device to your spouse or friends so that they can “experiment” on themselves.

In case you are wondering what happened to Dr. Royal Raymond Rife, he ended up  an 
alcoholic and died in San Diego, California in 1971.23,24

Number Six on my list is Rene Caisse.

There is an inexpensive detox tea called “Essiac Tea” (so-named by spelling “Caisse” 
backwards) that has been used by tens of thousands of people for the past 80 years.  This 
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19 http://www.rife.org/newspaper.html

20 http://www.politicsinhealing.com/

21 http://www.quantumbalancing.com/gb4000.htm  (It is called the “GB-4000” and is advertised as a “frequency 
generator” for obvious reasons, i.e., to avoid the wrath and retribution of the FDA.)

22 http://www.rense.com/products/rifeb1.htm

23 http://www.quantumbalancing.com/rife-historyif.htm

24 http://www.rense.com/general31/rife.htm
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amazing tea was discovered by Rene Caisse, a Canadian nurse, from one of her patients 
who got the herbal detox formula from the Ojibway Indians in Canada.25

Essiac Tea is one the most powerful liver detox available that is completely natural and safe.  
The liver in the human body acts like the oil filter in a car: no matter how expensive or how 
good the oil is, if your oil filter is clogged, the engine can be damaged by the large particles in 
the oil that are not filtered by the oil filter.

Similarly, if your liver is “clogged” or toxic, your immune system can become overly taxed and 
worn down.  Then your health deteriorates and you experience “dis-eases.”  Itʼs amazing how 
your immune system and hence your overall health suddenly improves when your liver is 
unclogged or detoxed. 

Basically, Essiac Tea is comprised of four herbs—Sheep Sorrel Herb (Rumex acetosella), 
Burdock Root (Arctium lappa), Slippery Elm Bark (Ulmus rubra/fulva), and Turkish Rhubarb 
Root (Rheum palmatum)—that you boil for 10 minutes and then steep for 12 hours, i.e., let 
the tea sit to extract the healing properties.  The instructions are very easy to follow.

The results from drinking this tea can be amazing to say the least, even miraculous.  One of 
the best sources for Essiac Tea is from the Herbal Healer Academy in Mt. View, Arkansas.  
They called it the “HHA 4-Herb Bulk Tea” and it costs approximately $20 USD plus shipping 
and handling.26

So effective was Rene Caisseʼs “discovery” that some 50,000 signatures were collected by 
Canadians to petition the Canadian government so that she could legally administer the 
Essiac Tea to anyone who asked for it without government interference.  In 1938, this tea of 
teas came within three votes in the provincial legislature of the Ontario province that would 
have proclaimed Essiac Tea as an official remedy for curing terminal cancer patients.

The personal physician to the late President John F. Kennedy, Dr. Charles A. Brusch, who 
worked closely with Rene Caisse from 1959 to 1962, had the following to say (source of this 
quote is not confirmed):

“Essiac [Tea] is a cure for cancer, period.  All studies done at laboratories in the United 
States and Canada support this conclusion.”

To All Future Steve Jobs

Cancer is a very complicated health problem that has spiritual, mental, emotional and 
psychological factors that are seldom dealt with by the patient.  There may be no easy 
solutions, but I do believe in my heart that Essiac Tea would definitely help  Mr. Jobs—even 
given his fragile physical state with his transplanted liver that is allegedly failing.  The Rife 
machine would help to kill the cancer viruses inside his body.

Cancer is not a localized occurrence as the modern priests of medicine would falsely lead 
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25 http://video.google.co.uk/videoplay?docid=-7852271959661622459#

26 http://www.herbalhealer.com/essiac.html
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everyone to believe.  Cancer viruses attack the weakness points in the human body.  Once 
there are cancer viruses localized somewhere in the human body, it is almost certain that they 
are also everywhere throughout the body.

There are many holistic approaches to curing cancer and other diseases, but two alternative 
cancer cures that deserve special recognition and further investigation and research are 
“hemp oil”27 and “polarity therapy.”

As the odds of this love letter reaching the inbox of Steve Jobs is about as good as me 
winning the Powerball or Mega Millions lottery, I want to dedicate the information above and 
the following conclusion to all the future Steve Jobs out there and everyone else who just 
want to live in a better world where the goodness of America and the American “way of life” is 
not derived at the expense of some poor souls living elsewhere.

Here are a few aphorisms and practical rules that I have tried to live by  in my life, in no 
particular order, that may be of some help to all the future Steve Jobs:

1. A wise wo/man waits, but s/he who hesitates is lost.
2. There is always someone who is better or deader than you.28

3. Pursue what you love with the greatest passion that you can muster, as though your life 
depends on it.  Because it does.

4. The only authority that you should obey is that still voice from within.  The rest, most 
especially what you hear on talk radio and on television, is just useless noise.

5. Health is more important than all the gold and silver that you can accumulate.
6. The best health care system in the world is what you put and donʼt put in your mouth, 

the air you breath, and the water you drink.
7. Stop eating and drinking ANYTHING that contains GMO29 and MSG.30,31

8. Stop worrying about your-self and stop reading all those your-self-help  books which 
help no one except the financial bottom lines of the authors and their book publishers.

9. Start thinking about what you can do where you are to move this planet forward just a 
tiny tiny little bit.  Then just do it!

10. Mistakes are the greatest teachers you will ever run into.  But once you have 
introduced yourselves and the lesson is learned, run the hell away as fast as you can!

11. Finally, a wise women once told me: We are all human until we ascend!32

Steve Jobsʼ last email to his beloved employees at Apple included the following words:

 I love Apple so much and hope to be back as soon as I can.
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27 http://www.youtube.com/user/chrychek

28 If you think you are the best in the world at what you do, there is always someone else in the past who was 
either better than you as a person or who did it better than you.

29 http://nongmoshoppingguide.com/

30 http://www.rense.com/general52/msg.htm

31 http://www.rense.com/general90/msgh.htm

32 http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=bVzgTL2oDBU
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As one of Mr. Jobsʼ biggest fans and admirers out there and, if I may be so bold, on behalf of 
everyone who has been touched by the beauty  and utility of your amazing “bicicletas para la 
mente,” we just want to say this with all the love in our hearts:

 We love you!  We hope and pray that you will be back as soon as you can!

And in the meantime Mr. Jobs: take your private jet, if you have one or borrow one from one 
of your Silicon Valley buddies, and go visit Buenos Aires and see some beautiful tango dancing!

Hasta pronto, Señor Jobs.

_______________ 
 
David Chu is a professional engineer who has worked throughout the United States for over 
19 years. In 2008, he wrote the book, NO FORECLOSURES!, to help Americans fight the 
banksters on Wall Street and in Washington, D.C. by delaying and stopping foreclosures. In 
Chapter 5, there are more information on other alternative cures which are simple, cost 
effective, and also miraculous. For more information, please go to www.no2foreclosures.info 
or you may email him at david@no2foreclosures.info.

Disclaimer:  Any information provided herein, even if it appears to be “medical” in nature, is 
not the same as “medical advice,” and is not intended as such.  Information stated herein is 
not intended to provide any medical advice whatsoever, and the Mr. Chu is not in the 
business of providing consultations of any kind, nor does he have any ties, financial or 
otherwise, with any of the companies, organizations, or individuals mentioned or 
recommended in this letter.
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